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Abstract

We aim to partially automate some aspects of scienti�c work, namely the

processes of forming hypotheses, devising trials to discriminate between

these competing hypotheses, physically performing these trials and then

using the results of these trials to converge upon an accurate hypothesis.

We have developed ASE-Progol, an Active Learning system which uses In-

ductive Logic Programming to construct hypothesised �rst-order theories

and uses a CART-like algorithm to select trials for eliminating ILP derived

hypotheses. We have developed a novel form of learning curve, which in

contrast to the form of learning curve normally used in Active Learning,

allows one to compare the costs incurred by di�erent leaning strategies.

We plan to combine ASE-Progol with a standard laboratory robot to

create a general automated approach to Functional Genomics. As a �rst

step towards this goal, we are using ASE-Progol to rediscover how genes

participate in the aromatic amino acid pathway of Saccharomyces cerevisiae.

Our approach involves auxotrophic mutant trials. To date, ASE-Progol has

conducted such trials in silico. However we describe how they will be per-

formed automatically in vitro by a standard laboratory robot designed for

these sorts of liquid handling tasks, namely the Beckman/Coulter Biomek

2000.

Although our work to date has been limited to trials conducted in silico,

the results have been encouraging. Parts of the model were removed and

the ability of ASE-Progol to e�ciently recover the performance of the model

was measured. The cost of the chemicals consumed in converging upon a

hypothesis with an accuracy in the range 46�88% was reduced if trials were

selected by ASE-Progol rather than if they were sampled at random (with-

out replacement). To reach an accuracy in the range 46�80%, ASE-Progol

incurs �ve orders of magnitude less experimental costs than random sam-

pling. ASE-Progol requires less time to converge upon a hypothesis with

an accuracy in the range 74 � 87% than if trials are sampled at random

(without replacement) or selected using the naive strategy of always choos-

ing the cheapest trial from the set of candidate trials. For example to reach

an accuracy of 80%, ASE-Progol requires 4 days while random sampling

requires 6 days and the naive strategy requires 10 days.
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1 Introduction

One way in which scientists work is that they form hypotheses which could

explain some phenomenon of interest, they devise and perform trials to dis-

criminate between these competing hypotheses and then they use the results

of these trials to converge upon an accurate hypothesis. We aim to partially

automate these aspects of scienti�c knowledge discovery by combining In-

ductive Logic Programming (ILP) [52], Active Learning [13, 41, 26] and

Robotics.

Typically Machine Learning systems that produce human-comprehen-

sible hypotheses from data assume that the data exists a priori and are not

concerned with the collection of that data. In contrast, Active Learning

systems do actively select trials to discriminate between contending hy-

potheses but most do not produce human-comprehensible hypotheses. We

have developed ASE-Progol (Active Selection of Experiments with Progol).

ASE-Progol is an Active Learning system which uses ILP to construct hy-

pothesised �rst-order theories, uses a CART-like algorithm to select trials

for eliminating ILP derived hypotheses and directs a robot to physically

perform these trials.

We plan to test the following two hypotheses.

Hypothesis 1: The cost of converging upon an accurate hypothesis is sig-

ni�cantly reduced if trials are selected by ASE-Progol rather than if

they are:

� sampled at random (without replacement);

� selected using the naive strategy of always choosing the cheapest

trial from the set of novel candidate trials.

Hypothesis 2: ASE-Progol can be successfully applied to a discovery task

in Functional Genomics3.

We do not compare the cost of converging upon an accurate hypothesis

when trials are selected by ASE-Progol with the cost of the optimal choice

of trials because there is no guarantee that an optimal solution can be

found e�ciently (see Section 3.1). It would be interesting to compare the

performance of ASE-Progol with that of domain experts. However we do

not have access to a data-source of comparable expert decisions. Hence

the only practical options are comparison with 1) random sampling 2) the

naive strategy of always choosing the cheapest trial from the set of candidate

trials.

Section 2 explains why we have developed an ILP system for active

learning. The design and implementation of ASE-Progol is described in

Section 3. Section 4 describes how we propose to record the cost of con-

verging upon an accurate hypothesis. Section 5 introduces the application

domain, Functional Genomics, together with an approach to it known as

auxotrophic mutant experiments, and justi�es our choice of micro-organism,

Saccharomyces cerevisiae, to use in our experiments. Section 6 describes the

model we use to simulate auxotrophic mutant experiments on the aromatic

amino acid pathway of Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Section 7 tests Hypoth-

esis 1 by applying ASE-Progol to this model. Section 8 is the conclusion

and future work is proposed in Section 9. Appendix B describes related

work.

3Functional Genomics is described in Section 5
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2 ILP and Scienti�c Knowledge Discovery

This section explains why we believe that performing Active Learning within

an ILP setting has the potential to be a particularly e�ective approach for

Scienti�c Knowledge Discovery.

ILP has been applied to the prediction of protein secondary structure

[50, 68, 69], mutagenicity [37, 66], structure activity [36], pharmacophore

discovery [21] and protein fold analysis [73, 74]. While predictive accuracy is

the central performance measure of data analytical techniques such as neu-

ral nets, the performance of an ILP system is determined both by accuracy

and degree of chemical or biological insight provided. ILP hypotheses can

be easily stated in English and exempli�ed diagrammatically. This allows

cross-checkingwith the relevant biological and chemical literature. Most im-

portantly it allows for expert involvement in human background knowledge

re�nement and for �nal dissemination of discoveries to the wider scienti�c

community. In several of the comparative trials referred to above, ILP sys-

tems provided signi�cant chemical and biological insights where other data

analysis techniques did not.

Previous applications of ILP to scienti�c knowledge discovery have used

open loop ILP systems, with no direct link between the ILP system and the

collection of data. In one of these [21] multiple hypotheses were found to be

consistent with the data. In these circumstances Active Learning provides

a way of discriminating among such contending hypotheses. To the best of

our knowledge (see Appendix B), ASE-Progol is the �rst system to combine

the bene�ts of Active Learning with the proven abilities of ILP for scienti�c

knowledge discovery.

3 ASE-Progol

3.1 Active Learning

The ASE-Progol approach is related to Active Learning. Active Learning as-

sumes a set of candidate hypotheses, with associated prior probabilities, and

a set of possible trials, with associated costs. The aim of Active Learning is

to choose a series of trials which minimises the expected cost of eliminating

all but one of the hypotheses.

3.1.1 An Optimal but Computationally Expensive Solution

In the early 1970's Fedorov [20] introduced a theory which provides an op-

timal solution to this problem. However, Fedorov's approach is NP-hard in

the general setting of minimising the expected experimental cost associated

with discriminating among hypotheses. This is illustrated by the table and

associated decision tree in Fig.1. Here the problem of �nding the minimum

cost sequence of trials e1; ::; em which discriminates among the hypotheses

H1; ::; Hn is translated to the problem of �nding a binary decision tree with

minimum expected cost. It is known that this problem is NP-hard; for a

formal proof see [31].

Although particular instances of NP-hard problems are computationally

tractable (e.g. the travelling salesman solution for a particular small graph

G), there is no guarantee that an arbitrarily chosen instance will be (e.g. for

a million node graph G'). Active Learning requires a balance to be struck

between reducing the computation cost of choosing a series of trials and

reducing the laboratory cost of that series of trials.
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Figure 1: a) is a binary matrix relating trials (e1; ::; em) to hypotheses

(H1; ::;Hn). Cell hei;Hji has value 1 if the outcome of ei is logically
consistent with Hj and 0 otherwise. b) is an associated binary deci-

sion tree illustrating how hypotheses might be discriminated by the

outcomes of trials.

3.1.2 A Near Optimal Solution

However, according to results by Muggleton and Page [51], within a Bayesian

setting, the CART algorithm [4] gives a near optimal solution for this binary

decision tree construction problem in time polynomial in m;n. Thus while

CART is usually used in Machine Learning for constructing hypothesised

propositional theories based on example data, ASE-Progol uses ILP to con-

struct hypothesised �rst-order theories and uses a CART-like algorithm to

select trials for eliminating ILP derived hypotheses.

3.2 How ASE-Progol Selects Trials

ASE-Progol selects one trial from a set of candidate trials. ASE-Progol

assumes that each trial in this set makes a binary discrimination between

the candidate hypotheses and has an associated cost. ASE-Progol tries to

minimise the expected cost of eliminating all but one of the hypotheses.

In the remainder of this paper, the latter is referred to as the expected

cost of experimentation. To understand the subsequent de�nition of the

expected cost of experimentation, the reader must �rst comprehend 1) how

the outcome of a trial is used to partition the set of hypotheses and 2) how

ASE-Progol calculates the prior probability that a hypothesis is correct.

3.2.1 Partitioning the Set of Hypotheses

LetH be the set of candidate hypotheses and T be the set of candidate trials.

Let t be the candidate trial selected by ASE-Progol. The outcome of the trial

t is used to make a binary discrimination between competing hypotheses.

Those hypotheses which are consistent with the trial in question form a

subset, H[t], referred to as the consistent hypotheses while those which are

inconsistent form a subset, H[t], referred to as the inconsistent hypotheses.

fH[t]; H[t]g is a partition of H .

3.2.2 The Prior Probability that a Hypothesis is Correct

Every candidate hypothesis has a prior probability of being the correct

hypothesis. For any h 2 H , let p(h) be the prior probability that h is

correct. ASE-Progol calculates a value for p(h) from the compression of a

hypothesis. Compression can be de�ned as follows [49].

Compression(hjE) = log2 p(hjE)� log2 p(hE jE) = log2
p(hjE)

p(hE jE)

where E is the set of examples from which the hypotheses were generated

and hE is the hypothesis equivalent to returning the data ungeneralised.
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Rearranging gives:

p(hjE) = 2Compression(hjE) � p(hE jE)

As the set of candidate hypotheses computed by ASE-Progol is not com-

plete, the probabilities are normalised. The normalised probability of a

hypothesis, hi, is

p0(hijE) =
2Compression(hijE)P
h2H 2Compression(hjE)

3.2.3 The CProgol f measure of compression.

ASE-Progol takes the compression of a hypothesis to be the rounded value

of the CProgol [49] f measure of compression. This is related to compression

as follows.

Compression = size(E)�MDLh;E

where E is the set of examples from which the hypotheses were generated

and MDL is the Minimal Description Length [61].

MDLH;E = minh2Hsize(h) + size(Ejh)

The CProgol [49] f measure of compression is

f = jE+j �
jE+j

p
(l1 + l2 + n)

where jE+j is the number of examples in E which are positive, p is the

number of positive examples covered by h, n is the number of negative

examples covered by h, l1 is the number of literals in the body of h and l2

is an estimate of the number of further literals needed to complete h. l2 is

calculated by inspecting the output variables in h and determining whether

they have been de�ned.

3.2.4 The Expected Cost of Experimentation

Let EC(H;T ) denote the minimum expected cost of experimentation given

the set of candidate hypotheses H and the set of candidate trials T .

De�nition 1 (EC)

EC(;; T ) = 0

EC(fhg; T ) = 0

EC(H;T ) = mint2T

h
Ct + p(t)EC(H[t]; T � t) + (1� p(t))EC(H[t]; T � t)

i

where Ct is the cost of the trial t and p(t) is the probability that the out-

come of the trial t is positive.

p(t) can be computed as the sum of the probabilities of the hypotheses

which are consistent with a positive outcome of t.
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3.2.5 Entropy and The Expected Cost of Experimentation

The ASE-Progol approach to minimising the expected cost of experimenta-

tion relies on a basic result from information theory. Consider the problem

of designing a code to transmit messages drawn at random, where the prob-

ability of encountering message i is p(i). Shannon and Weaver [10] showed

that in an optimal coding scheme, the length of the binary code for i is

� log2(p(i)). If the bits of the code are interpreted as the outcomes of

binary trials then the number of trials needed to eliminate all hypotheses

except h is at most d� log2(p(h))e. Rounding is used because the number of
trials must be a natural number. When the number of hypotheses is not a

power of two, � log2(p(h)) will not be a natural number and the number of

trials required to eliminate all but the correct hypothesis will depend upon

which of the hypotheses is correct. The ceiling is used because the correct

hypothesis may be one of those requiring the most trials to eliminate all the

other candidate hypotheses.

The Shannon-Weaver Law states that, given symbols a; b; c : : : n which

do not necessarily have an equal probability of occurrence, the average in-

formation, In, in bits per symbol is given by [33]:

In = �

nX
i=1

p(i) log2(p(i))

In Information Theory the average information, In, is called entropy, by

analogy with the entropy of physics and thermodynamics, which takes a

similar mathematical form.

Lemma 2 (Maximum value of In)

In has maximum value when p1 = : : : = pn = 1=n. In this case In = log2 n.

Proof

In = �p1 log2 p1 � : : :� pn�1 log2 pn�1

�(1� p1 � : : :� pn�1) log2(1� p1 � : : :� pn�1)

= �
1

ln2
(p1 ln p1 + : : :+ (1� p1 � : : :� pn�1) ln(1� p1 � : : :� pn�1))

When maximal

@In

@p1
= 0 = �

1

ln 2
(1 + ln p1 � 1� ln(1� p1 � : : :� pn�1))

ln p1 = ln(1� p1 � : : :� pn�1)

p1 = 1� p1 � : : :� pn�1 = pn

By symmetry for all i; 2 � i < n; pi = pn. When 8ipi = 1=n

In = �

nX
i=1

1

n
log2

1

n
= �n

�
1

n
log2

1

n

�
= log2n

2

A very similar lemma is given [65].

Theorem 3 (EC Bound)

Given hypothesis spaceH and trial set T , the value of EC(H;T ) is bounded

above by

(maxt2TCt) + p(t)(maxt02(T�t)Ct0)dlog2 jH[t]je

+ (1� p(t))(maxt02(T�t)Ct0)dlog2 jH[t]je
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Proof

The minimal solution of the recurrence de�ned can be considered as rep-

resented by a binary tree with trial costs labeling the arcs. According to

Lemma 2 the worst case occurs when the probabilities assigned to hypothe-

ses in H are uniform. In this case, assume that for all h 2 H; p(h) = 1
jHj ,

and the tree has a maximum depth m. Clearlym � dlog2 jH je. Considering
De�nition 1 we have:

EC(H;T ) �
X
h2H

(maxt2TCt)m

jH j

=
(maxt2TCt)

P
h2Hdlog2 jH je

jH j

= (maxt2TCt)dlog2 jH je

Substituting this into the recurrence in De�nition 1 gives:

EC(H;T ) � (maxt2TCt) + p(t)(maxt02(T�t)Ct0)dlog2 jH[t]je

+(1� p(t))(maxt02(T�t)Ct0)dlog2 jH[t]je

2

As a heuristic function we use the following approximation.

EC(H;T ) � mint2T [Ct + p(t)(meant02(T�t)Ct0)JH[t]

+ (1� p(t))(meant02(T�t)Ct0)JH
[t]
]

where

JH = �
X
h2H

p(h)blog2(p(h))c

Given that:

Ct = (maxt02TCt0)� x; where x � 0

meant2(T�t)Ct = (maxt02(T�t)Ct0)� y; where y � 0

JH = dlog2 jH je � z; where z � 0

it follows that this heuristic function has the upper bound given in Thereom 3.

3.3 ASE-Progol Implementation

ASE-Progol can only learn one concept during a single execution. ASE-

Progol searches for a description of a concept in a hypothesis space in which

each hypothesis is a single Prolog clause.

We de�ne an experiment to be a series of trials. During a single ex-

ecution, ASE-Progol completes one experiment. Trials are represented by

ground unit clauses. Examples are positive and negative instances of the

predicate representing a trial.

ASE-Progol may be supplied with domain speci�c knowledge encoded as

a Prolog program. That part of this program which does not change during

an execution of ASE-Progol will be referred to as static knowledge during

the remainder of this paper. (This is to distinguish it from the dynamic

hypothesis-set and example-set.) The static knowledge must allow the cost

of any given trial to be determined.

ASE-Progol has been implemented as a unix shell script which calls

CProgol [49] at di�erent points in its execution in order to perform deduc-

tion, induction and, when required, abduction.
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3.3.1 ASE-Progol Modes and Options

ASE-Progol can operate in one of three modes, namely Unaided, Head-start

or Fast-forward. Head-start mode allows ASE-Progol to utilise a set of lab-

oratory results obtained without the use of ASE-Progol. In Unaided mode

there is no such set of results. Fast-forward mode allows ASE-Progol to

utilise the results from a previous execution. In fast-forward mode execu-

tion recommences at a speci�ed iteration of the learning cycle. ASE-Progol

enters the loop at the point where a new example has just been created.

Fast-forward mode requires a trace of the examples and hypotheses gener-

ated during a previous execution.

ASE-Progol can be instructed to select trials 1) at random or 2) naively

by choosing the cheapest trial from the set of candidate trials. Normally

ASE-Progol will instruct the robot to perform the trial which minimises

the expected cost of experimentation (see Section 3.2). The random and

naive options can be used to obtain baselines against which the normal

performance of ASE-Progol can be measured.

ASE-Progol allows the User to specify a limit on both the experimental

resources which may be consumed by ASE-Progol and the number of trials

which may be physically performed.

3.3.2 ASE-Progol Termination Conditions

The execution of ASE-Progol terminates when either the experimental re-

sources have been exhausted, the number of trials performed exceeds a limit

speci�ed by the User or ASE-Progol is unable to suggest a novel trial.

3.3.3 Components of ASE-Progol

Fig.2 shows the components of ASE-Progol and the information which is

passed between them. These components are described below.

Trial Generator The Trial Generator requires a Prolog program which

can generate a set of candidate trials. The Prolog program must be

provided by the User; this has the advantage that it may include

encoded domain-speci�c static knowledge.

In Unaided mode, the execution of ASE-Progol begins with the Trial

Generator selecting the �rst trial by generating a random sample4 of

20 trials from the space of possible trials using the Prolog program

and then selecting the cheapest trial in this sample.

On each subsequent iteration of the loop, the Trial Generator uses

the Prolog program to generate a set of 20 candidate trials. It then

removes from this list of 20 trials, any duplicate trials or trials which

have already been performed by the robot. This leaves a set of can-

didate novel trials. Thus the maximum number of candidate trials

that may appear in a classi�cation matrix is 20.

If the Hypothesis Generator component has generated more than one

hypothesis during the current iteration of the learning cycle then the

Trial Generator passes the set of candidate novel trials to the Clas-

si�er component of ASE-Progol. If there are less than two candidate

hypotheses, then the cheapest of candidate novel trials is chosen as

the next trial to be physically performed. This trial is passed directly

to the Robot Instructor component, bypassing the Classi�er and Trial

4Appendix A explains why 20 candidate trials are generated
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Figure 2: The boxes represent components of ASE-Progol and the

ellipses represent information which is passed between these compo-

nents. Joined lines indicate ow of information within ASE-Progol.

Dotted lines show how information ows between ASE-Progol and the

laboratory. To date, all of the components have been implemented

except for the Robot Instructor and the Translator and Analyser: we

have yet to attempt to physically perform trials using robotics.
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Selector components: it does not make sense to search for the trial

which will best discriminate between hypotheses when there are less

than two candidate hypotheses.

We justify our upper-bound on the number of candidate trials that

may appear in a classi�cation matrix as follows. The execution times

of the Classi�er component increases as the product of the number of

candidate trials and the number of candidate hypotheses in the clas-

si�cation matrix increases. As the number of candidate hypotheses

is not known prior to the execution of ASE-Progol, an upper bound

must the placed on the number of candidate trials sampled using the

program. However this upper bound must be su�ciently high to en-

sure that there is a low probability that the sample will not contain

a novel trial. Appendix A proves that ASE-Progol's upper bound of

20 on the number of candidate trials ensures that this holds.

Classi�er This component determines (and records) whether the outcome

of each trial, together with the static knowledge, is consistent with

each hypothesis and thus generates the matrix shown in Fig.1a.

Trial Selector This computes the expected cost of experimentation for

each candidate trial as described in Section 3.2. The trial which

minimises the expected cost of experimentation is selected as the next

to be performed by the robot.

Hypothesis Generator A fresh set of candidate hypotheses is generated

on each iteration of the loop. CProgol is passed a �le in batch mode

which includes the usual Progol mode and type declarations, integrity

constraints etc. and which consults the current set of examples and

the static knowledge. The set of candidate hypotheses comprises all

of the compressive hypotheses which CProgol [49] generates.

Using CProgol to generate hypotheses is advantageous because it:- a)

performs a complete search of a User-de�ned hypothesis space, and is

capable of returning all hypotheses within the space that meet User-

de�ned criteria; b) attaches a posterior probability estimation to each

hypothesis, given the data; in fact, Progol's search is driven by these

probability estimates.

Robot Instructor This will instruct the robot to perform the next trial.

Translator and Analyser This will create an example from the result of

the trial and add it to the current example-set. Thus the cardinality

of the example-set is incremented on each iteration of the loop.

To date, all of the above components have been implemented except for the

Robot Instructor and the Translator and Analyser: we have yet to attempt

to physically perform trials using robotics. Therefore when the current

version of ASE-Progol seeks the outcome of an trial, it consults an oracle

which contains the outcome for every possible trial in a given domain.

4 Recording Cost Di�erences

To the best of our knowledge, nearly all of the learning curves which have

been used to present previous results in Active Learning have been plots of

performance against the number of training examples [67, 17, 8, 12, 13, 11].

Often two curves are plotted on the same graph; one for Active Learning
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and one for random sampling. Such plots allow the di�erence in the number

of examples required to reach a particular level of performance to be seen.

However one drawback of such plots is that they ignore any variation

in the cost of obtaining individual examples. When such variation does

exist and the aim is to compare the cost of attaining particular levels of

performance, these plots are potentially misleading.

To overcome this drawback, we use a novel form of learning curve,

namely a plot of the cumulative cost of the training examples against per-

formance. (This is related to the form of the learning curves used by Fox

et al. in which performance is plotted against a particular resource, namely

time [22].)

Performance should be measured as the average performance of the

hypotheses generated during a particular iteration of the learning cycle.

This is the correct performance measure because it rewards learners which

discriminate between competing hypotheses. Another obvious option would

be to the select the hypothesis with the highest compression from the set

of hypotheses generated during a particular iteration of the learning cycle

and to measure the accuracy of this hypothesis. However such an approach

would fail to reward learners which eliminate incorrect hypotheses.

5 The Application Domain: Functional Ge-

nomics

The focus of genome research has moved to the problem of identifying the

biological functions of genes. This is known as Functional Genomics. The

problem is important because nothing is known about the function of be-

tween 30-60% of all new genes identi�ed from sequencing [18, 23, 56]. Func-

tional Genomics is recognised as central to a deeper understanding of bi-

ology, and the future exploitation of biology in medicine, agriculture, and

biotechnology in general. Functional Genomics is an appropriate application

to test ASE-Progol because: a) relational representations are appropriate

for the problem; b) Progol has been successful in related types of problems

previously (see Section 2); c) the problem is important; d) automation is

essential to the application; e) robotic technology is already commonly used

in genomics [63, 72, 3, 59].

5.1 The Function of a Gene

The term `function of a gene' does not have a widely-accepted precise de�-

nition because of the multilevel and multifactorial interactions that accom-

pany changes in the expression of virtually any gene. Rieger et al. [60]

state that the notion of the function of a gene is of necessity ambiguous

and that it should be de�ned across various levels of analysis: physiological

role, participation in cellular processes and biochemical pathways, underly-

ing molecular mechanics etc. In the next section, we describe our approach

to Functional Genomics. Within the con�nes of this approach, it is su�-

cient to de�ne the function of a gene to be how a gene participates in a

biochemical pathway.

5.2 Metabolism and Growth Trials

One approach to Functional Genomics involves auxotrophic mutant exper-

iments. These involve feeding a micro-organism di�erent mixtures of nutri-
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ents known as growth media and measuring the resulting growth. Cells of

the micro-organism import molecules from a growth medium and convert

them to molecules which are essential for growth via pathways of chemical

reactions known as metabolic pathways. Each chemical reaction is catalysed

by an enzyme. Some of these enzymes are known and others are not. The

genes which code for the latter are genes whose function is not known.

To �nd out what the function of a gene is, mutants of a particular micro-

organism are grown which do not contain the gene in question. The process

of removing a single gene from a micro-organism is referred to as single-

gene-deletion. The e�ect of not having the gene can then be compared

with a control i.e. the wild form of the organism which does not have the

mutation. To make the e�ect of the mutation observable it is necessary to

feed samples of the mutant with di�erent growth media and compare the

resulting growth rates with that of the wild strain. A `chemically de�ned

medium' is a medium whose precise chemical composition is known. Such

media are prepared by adding precise amounts of highly puri�ed inorganic

or organic chemicals to distilled water [5].

The observable characteristics of an organism are collectively referred to

as its phenotype. In the model described in Section 6, a di�erence between

the phenotype of the wild strain of an organism and the phenotype of one

of its mutants is referred to as a phenotypic e�ect. Thus if the mutant and

wild forms grow to a di�erent extent during a growth trial then a phenotypic

e�ect has been observed.

5.3 Brewers' and Bakers' Yeast

Ultimately, ASE-Progol will instruct a robot to perform auxotrophic mutant

experiments on a model organism, namely Saccharomyces cerevisiae i.e.

brewers' and bakers' yeast. Yeast has many features that \commend it as

a system with which to pioneer a systematic approach to screening for the

function of novel genes" [56]. The investigator can control its physiology

to some extent because it is unicellular and can grow on chemically de�ned

media. Most importantly, excellent tools exist for its genetic manipulation,

permitting the precise deletion of genes under investigation.

The genome of yeast has many homologies to human genes. Thus the

systematic sequencing of yeast has opened the door to the identi�cation of

the basic biological mechanisms common to all eukaryotes, including hu-

mans, which are not accessible through classic approaches. The function of

the genes in yeast will provide a unique tool with which to search for drugs

to treat not only infectious diseases but also major killers such as cancer

[56].

Yeast is being used as a test-bed for the development of a variety of

functional genomics technologies which work at various levels of analysis

including the genome and metabolic pathways. (A review of these is beyond

the scope of this paper; for a recent review see [14].) One argument for

tackling functional genomics at the level of the metabolic pathways, is that

the number of metabolites is an order of magnitude lower than the number

of genes. The completion of the sequencing of the yeast genome revealed

that there are 6000 protein encoding genes [23]. There are some 563 low-

molecular weight intermediates on the metabolic map that are relevant to

yeast metabolism [6].
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Figure 3: Beckman/Coulter Biomek 2000. A standard laboratory

robot designed for liquid handling tasks.

5.4 Automating Growth Trials using Robotics

The robotics needed to automate growth trials are straightforward: the sys-

tem only has to specify what the robot is to do within a tightly constrained

task type, rather than how it is to be done. A standard laboratory robot de-

signed for these sorts of liquid handling tasks, namely the Beckman/Coulter

Biomek 2000 (see Fig. 3), will be used. The input to the Biomek 2000 will

be a list of samples to be made from speci�ed quantities of a given set of

mutants and growth media. The Biomek 2000 will prepare samples on 96-

well microtiter plates.5 Each well of the microtiter plate will contain a total

volume of 750�L. The content of each well will then be mixed thoroughly,

sealed with a gas-permeable �lm (to avoid evaporation problems) and incu-

bated at 30C for 24 hours. The Biomek 2000 will subsequently transfer the

microtiter plates to a machine which will read the absorbance of a coloured

product in each of the wells of the plate. From these readings, the growth

of the culture in each well will be derived.

5.4.1 Synthetic Glucose (Dextrose) Minimal Medium (SGD)

Every growth media will contain all the compounds needed for growth in

the wild strain of yeast. This will be achieved by adding Synthetic glu-

cose (dextrose) minimal medium (SGD) [40, 1] to every medium. SGD is a

synthetic medium containing 2% (20 grammes/litre) of glucose and 0.67%

of Bacto yeast nitrogen without amino acids, a complex of di�erent com-

pounds which provides the requirements of nitrogen, phosphorous, sulphur,

minerals, trace elements and vitamins for growth. Growth media will di�er

from one another in which mutants or additional nutrients or metabolites

are added to the SGD.

5Microtiter plates are small, transparent plastic trays containing a number of

wells. The standard number of wells is 96.
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Phosphoenolpyruvate (C00074)

Chorismic acid (C00251)

Shikimate (C00493)

Prephenate (C00254)

L−Tryptophan (C00078)L−Tyrosine (C00082)L−Phenylalanine (C00079)

Anthranilate (C00108)

+D−Erythrose 4−phosphate (C00279)

Figure 4: A summary of biosynthesis of the aromatic amino acids.

The aromatic amino acids are shown in red. The lines represent

branches of the pathway.

6 Model of the Aromatic Amino Acid Path-

way of Yeast

As we have yet to physically perform trials using robotics, in the experi-

ment described in this paper (see Section 7) we simulate single-gene-deletion

growth trials using a model of the aromatic amino acid pathway of yeast.

A summary of this pathway is shown in Fig. 4. For an introduction to this

pathway see a standard text on biochemistry such as [42].

The aromatic amino acids are essential amino acids i.e. amino acids

which humans must obtain from dietary sources. However microorganisms,

such as yeast, and plants can synthesise them using the aromatic amino

acid pathway which is never found in animals. The pathway is therefore an

important target for herbicides, antibiotics and live vaccines [38].

The model uses unique identi�ers from the literature to refer to metabo-

lites, enzymes and Open Reading Frames (ORFs). ORFs are putative genes:

some ORFs may not code for anything. Metabolites are referred to using

their accession numbers in the LIGAND database in the Kyoto Encyclopae-

dia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) [24]; enzymes by their Enzyme Com-

mission classi�cation numbers [54]; and ORFs by the systematic name used

by the Munich Information Center for Protein Sequences (MIPS-GSF) [43].

A complete representation of all of the known steps in this pathway is

shown in Fig. 5. The model assumes that the enzymes catalyse reactions in

both directions. Note that there are di�erences between our model and the

corresponding KEGG map (see

http://www.genome.ad.jp/dbget-bin/get pathway?org name=sce&mapno=00400

because there were errors and missing data in the KEGG map.

The enzyme which connects metabolites C02652 and C02637 is labelled

as 'X' rather than by an Enzyme Commission classi�cation number. Fig. 6

shows the molecular formulae and con�gurations of metabolites C02652

and C02637 as recorded in KEGG. This suggests that these metabolites are

stereoisomers i.e. molecules which have the same molecular and structural

formulae but have di�erent con�gurations [75]. We do not know what class

of enzyme would cause such a conformational change and thus we label this

reaction 'X'.

Fig. 7 shows the many-to-many mapping of ORFs to reactions. Each
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Figure 5: The aromatic amino acid pathway of yeast. The circles

represent metabolites. The pathway pertains to the biosynthesis of

the aromatic amino acids phenylalanine, tyrosine and tryptophan

which are shown in red. The main reaction paths are shown in black.

Molecules which are involved in the reactions but which do not lie

on the main pathway are shown in blue. Each rectangle, together

with those metabolites which are linked to it, represents a chemical

reaction. Reactants are shown entering on one side of each rectangle

and products leaving on the other. Each rectangle is labelled by the

class of the enzyme which catalyses the reaction.
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3-Dehydroshikimate
Chemical formula C7H8O5

5-Dehydroshikimate
Chemical Formula C7H8O5

Figure 6: The molecular formulae and con�gurations of metabolites

C02637 and C02652.

arc is labelled by the ORFs (shown in green) which code for the enzyme

which catalyses the reaction. Some ORFs are associated with more than

one reaction.

6.1 Metabolites

We place metabolites in the model in the following mutually exclusive

categories:-

Optional These are the metabolites which may, if desired, be added to

a growth medium and, if they are added, be expected to enter the

cell. Not all metabolites can be added to a growth medium. Some

cannot be used because they are not chemically stable. Other are not

available in a given laboratory or from the suppliers of that laboratory.

Some metabolites can be added to a growth medium but can never

have an e�ect because the cell is impermeable to them. When the

model was prepared6 (January 2001), the metabolites which could be

added to a growth medium were those listed in Table 1.

Ubiquitous - These are metabolites which are never included in growth

media as they are assumed to be ubiquitous in the cell. The metabo-

lites in the model which were assumed to be ubiquitous are: 'C00002',

'C00005', 'C00006', 'C00014', 'C00025', 'C00064', 'C00065', 'C00074',

'C00119', 'C00279', 'C00631' and 'C03356'. These are the reactants

for:

� the �rst step of the pathway;

� each step which are not provided by the previous steps in the

pathway.

We can assume that compounds which are not provided by the pre-

vious steps in the pathway are ubiquitous because, in our proposed

experimental procedure for automating growth trials using robotics

(see Section 5.4.1), all growth media will contain all the compounds

needed for growth in the wild strain of yeast due to the presence of

SGD.

Other All the metabolites which are not categorised as either Optional or

Ubiquitous are placed in this category.

6In reality membership of this category can change over time as stocks of

particular metabolites either become available or are exhausted. The model does

not represent this temporal characteristic of the data.
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Figure 7: The aromatic amino acid pathway of yeast. Each rectangle

is labelled by the ORFs (shown in green) which code for the enzyme

which catalyses the reaction.
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The model assumes that:-

1. prior to metabolism, the only metabolites which exist in the cell are

those in the category Ubiquitous and those in the growth medium;

2. a reaction will only proceed if all the reactants exist within the cell

beforehand;

3. the only result of a reaction is that all of the products are added to

the molecules which exist in the cell.7

6.2 Growth media

In general a growth medium is a combination of growth nutrients. If there

are n optional nutrients and no upper bound is placed on the number of

nutrients which may be added to a medium then the number of possible

media is equal to the size of the power set of the optimal nutrients i.e. 2n.

Thus there are 213 = 8192 combinations of the 13 optional nutrients.

However, to make our preliminary experiments with the robot tractable,

we plan not to add more than a few extra metabolites to a basal growth

medium. Therefore our model includes an upper bound of three on the

number of nutrients which may be added to the basal medium. If there are

13 optional nutrients and the number of optional nutrients which may be

added to a basal medium is in the range 0 - 3 then the number of possible

media =
P3

i=0

�
13
i

�
= 378.

6.3 The cost of growth trials

The cost of a trial is taken to be the sum of the relative costs of the metabo-

lites used in that trial. The relative cost of a metabolite is the cost of that

metabolite relative to the cheapest metabolite rounded to the nearest in-

teger. Some metabolites can be purchased in packs, some individually by

weight and some by either method. The cost of those metabolites which

are sold individually was taken to be the cost per gramme. The cost of

a metabolite sold in a pack was taken to be the cost of the pack divided

by the number of metabolites included in the pack. For those metabolites

which can be purchased by more than one method, the lowest price for

each metabolite was used. The data was taken from the SIGMA catalogue

(http://www.sigmaaldrich.com/) during January 2001. The costs of the

optional metabolites are listed in Table 1.

The model assumes that:-

1. both the wild and mutant strains are freely available.8

2. the presence of SGD (see Section 5.4.1) in the growth medium does

not incur a cost because the stock of each ORF is stored in SGD.

3. the cost of the energy consumed by the laboratory equipment during

a trial is negligible.

4. the cost of the labour required to perform the trial is negligible: our

ultimate aim is to automate auxotrophic mutant experiments as far

as is possible.

7The law of conservation of mass is not contravened: the model assumes that

the reactants are constantly replenished by further metabolism.
8A large European research network called EUROFAN [55] was established.

The �rst aim of EUROFAN and parallel activities in Canada, Japan and the USA

was the production of a complete set of 6000 single-gene-deletion mutants covering

all the ORFs revealed by the complete yeast genome sequence [57].
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Table 1: Cost of metabolites. Three of the metabolites (C00079,

C00078, C00082) were only available as part of a pack of 21 metabo-

lites. The cost of these metabolites was taken to be the cost of the

pack, $88:25, divided by the number of metabolites included in the

pack. None of the other ten in the table were were available as part

of a pack.

Metabolite Price ($) Mass Cost

($)/gramme Relative

C00108 20.56 25g 0.82 10

C00251 223.36 0.25mg 893400.00 11168000

C00013 39.95 500g 0.08 1

C00463 15.16 1g 15.16 190

C00079 only available in a pack 4.20 53

C00078 only available in a pack 4.20 53

C00082 only available in a pack 4.20 53

C00026 23.85 100g 0.24 3

C00166 23.73 10g 2.37 30

C01179 15.63 1g 15.63 195

C00254 174.02 50mg 34800.00 435050

C00022 9.16 5g 1.83 23

C00493 50.64 1g 50.64 633

6.4 Simulating Single-Gene-Deletion Growth Trials

The model uses the algorithm listed in Table 2 to predict whether a pheno-

typic e�ect will be observed or not.

7 Experiment to Test Hypothesis 1

7.1 Aim of the Experiment to Test Hypothesis 1

The aim of the Experiment is to test Hypothesis 1 (see Section 1) by

investigating whether the cost of converging upon an accurate hypothesis is

signi�cantly reduced if ASE-Progol either samples trials at random (without

replacement) or always chooses the cheapest trial from the set of novel

candidate trials, rather than selecting them so as to minimise the cost of

experimentation. The Experiment to test Hypothesis 1 uses the model

described in Section 6 as a test-bed.

7.2 Experiment to Test Hypothesis 1: Materials

7.2.1 Static Knowledge

Table 3 lists part of the logic program which represents the static knowl-

edge. This program uses the algorithm listed in Table 2. The program also

contains:

� one enzyme(enzyme class, reactants, products) fact for each re-

action shown in Fig.5, where reactants and products are lists of

metabolites;
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Table 2: Algorithm to predict whether a phenotypic e�ect will be

observed or not.

1. Determine whether the three aromatic amino acids can be

metabolised by the wild strain of yeast.

2. IF the wild strain cannot metabolise the aromatic amino acids

THEN

Go to step 3.

ELSE

REPEAT
(a) Simulate the creation of a mutant strain of yeast

by removing a reaction from the model.

(b) Determine whether the three aromatic amino

acids can be metabolised by the mutant strain

of yeast.

(c) IF the mutant strain cannot metabolise the aro-

matic amino acids THEN

(i) Predict that a phenotypic e�ect will be ob-

served.

(ii) Go to step 4.

ELSE

Reintroduce the missing reaction.

ENDIF

UNTIL all reactions have been tried.

3. Predict that a phenotypic e�ect will not be observed.

4. EXIT
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Table 3: Part of the logic program which represents the functional

genomics model.

phenotypic_effect(ORF, Growth_medium):-

generated_by_other_pathways(Ubiquitous_metabolites),

union(Ubiquitous_metabolites, Growth_medium, Starts),

connected(Starts, Wild_products),

ends(Ends),

subset(Wild_products, Ends),

enz(Enzyme, Reactants, Products),

encodes(ORF, Enzyme, Reactants, Products),

connected_without_this_step(Starts, Mutant_products,

Enzyme, Reactants, Products),

not(subset(Mutant_products, Ends)).

enz(Ec, R2, R1) :- enzyme(Ec, R1, R2).

enz(Ec, R1, R2) :- enzyme(Ec, R1, R2).

encodes(ORF, Enzyme, Reactants, Products):-

codes(ORF, Enzyme, Reactants, Products).

encodes(ORF, Enzyme, Reactants, Products):-

codes(ORF, Enzyme, Products, Reactants).

generated_by_other_pathways(['C00002', 'C00005', 'C00006',

'C00014', 'C00025', 'C00064', 'C00065', 'C00074', 'C00119',

'C00279', 'C00631', 'C03356']).

ends(['C00078', 'C00079', 'C00082']).
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� a de�nition of the predicate

cost(phenotypic effect(ORF, Growth medium), Cost)

which reects the part of the model described in Section 6.3.

7.2.2 Oracle

The static knowledge, together with codes(orf, enzyme class, reactants,

products) facts representing a mapping of genes to reactions, were used as

an Oracle which ASE-Progol consulted when it sought the outcome of a

trial.

7.2.3 Generation of Trials

Recall from Section 3.3 that the Trial Generator component of ASE-Progol

requires a Prolog program which can generate a set of candidate trials. In

the Experiment described here the Trial Generator calls a Logic Program

which:-

1. generates a random sample of growth media from the population of

those subsets of the set of optional nutrients whose size has an upper

bound of three.

2. from this sample, creates a list of

phenotypic effect(orf, growth medium) facts where orf is the

ORF whose function is to be learnt during the current execution of

ASE-Progol and growth medium is a member of the sample.

7.2.4 The Example Set

Examples were represented by positive or negative instances of the predi-

cate phenotypic effect(orf, growth medium). For example

phenotypic effect('YBR166C', ['C00022']) represents the fact that a

phenotypic e�ect is observed if a mutant strain of yeast is created by re-

moving the ORF 'YBR166C' and this mutant is fed the growth medium

which contains the nutrient 'C00022' only.

There are 378 examples (Section 6.2) for each ORF in the model. The

class of each example (positive or negative) was deduced from the complete

model. Table 4 shows the distribution of positives and negatives for each

ORF. There are no positive examples of the phenotypic effect/2 predi-

cate for the ORFs YDR254W, YER090W, YGL026C, YHR174W, and YMR323W.

Hence phenotypic e�ects can be observed for just 12 of the 17 ORFs in the

model. Thus when conducting rediscovery experiments with ASE-Progol,

only these 12 ORFs are used.

The example-set was used during training and testing as described be-

low.

7.3 Experiment to Test Hypothesis 1: Method

Parts of the model were removed and the ability of ASE-Progol to e�ciently

recover the performance of the model was measured. This section is divided

into subsections which describe:-

� how and why an ILP approach known as Theory Completion Using

Inverse Entailment [53] was used to attempt to recover the removed

parts of the model;

� the training and testing method;
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Table 4: Distributions of positive and negative examples

ORF Number of examples

Positive Negative

YBR166C 232 146

YBR249C 70 308

YDR007W 232 146

YDR035W 70 308

YDR127W 104 274

YDR254W 0 378

YDR354W 232 146

YER090W 0 378

YGL026C 0 378

YGL148W 104 274

YGL202W 366 12

YHR137W 366 12

YHR174W 0 378

YKL211C 232 146

YMR323W 0 378

YNL316C 232 146

YPR060C 151 22

� how a comparison was made between the cost of converging upon an

accurate hypothesis when ASE-Progol selects trials so as to minimise

the cost of experimentation and the cost when 1) it samples them

at random; 2) it adopts the naive strategy of always choosing the

cheapest trial.

7.3.1 Theory Completion Using Inverse Entailment

When Functional Genomics is tackled by performing auxotrophic mutant

experiments (see Section 5.2), conjectures are made concerning the func-

tion of genes on the basis of observations of phenotypic e�ects. Thus, in

the model described in Section 6, hypotheses de�ne the predicate codes/4

and examples de�ne the predicate phenotypic effect/2. In this exper-

iment codes/4 facts are removed and then an attempt is made to re-

cover them using a training set of examples of the observable predicate

phenotypic effect/2.

The main real-world applications of ILP to date involve the \Observa-

tion Predicate Learning" (OPL) assumption [53], in which both the exam-

ples and hypotheses de�ne the same predicate. The OPL assumption can-

not be made when trying to regenerate the codes/4 facts from the training

data because codes/4 is below phenotypic effect/2 in the calling dia-

gram. Therefore an approach to non-OPL called Theory Completion using

Inverse Entailment (TCIE) was used. TCIE is based on inverse entailment

[49] and is implemented within Progol5.09. Progol5.0 was instructed to

complete the model using TCIE [53] as follows.

:- modeh(1, codes(#orf, #enzyme, #list of metabolites,

#list of metabolites))?

:- observable(phenotypic effect/2)?

9The C source code for Progol5.0 can be down-loaded from

ftp://ftp.cs.york.ac.uk/pub/ML GROUP/progol5.0.
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During training, Progol5.0 was prevented from generating pairs of codes/4

facts whose only di�erence was that the values of the third and fourth were

exchanged by placing the following constraint in the learning �le.

:- hypothesis(codes( , , Reactants, Products), true, ),

Reactants @ < Products.

Such pairings are not needed due to the presence of the encodes/4

predicate (see Table 3).

7.3.2 Training and Testing

Both training and testing were done for one ORF at a time because ASE-

Progol can only learn one concept at a time. The test-set for any given ORF

was the 378 examples of the observable predicate phenotypic effect/2 for

the ORF in question. The performance measure used was the average of

the predictive accuracies of the hypotheses generated during a particular

iteration of the learning cycle.

The recovery in performance was recorded by plotting two types of

learning curves:

1. the cost of the chemicals consumed by ASE-Progol during training

versus performance during testing;

2. the duration of the training versus performance during testing.

The e�ciency of the recovery was gauged by comparing the recovery when

trials were selected so as to minimise the cost of experimentation (see Sec-

tion 3.2) with the recovery when trials were:

� sampled at random (without replacement);

� selected using the naive strategy of always choosing the cheapest trial

from the set of novel candidate trials.

Tables 5 and 6 summarise the experimental method. Training and test-

ing were repeated ten times to allow subsequent calculation of the mean

accuracy and standard error. During every execution of ASE-Progol the

limit on the consumption of experimental resources was set to 100000000.

The limit on the number of trials which may be physically performed was

set to 10 during every execution except those where the naive strategy of

always choosing the cheapest trial was used. In the latter case, the limit

was increased from 10 to 50 because this led to an increase in the range of

cumulative cost over which the three learning strategies could be compared:

after 10 trials, the cost incurred by the naive strategy was only a small

fraction of that incurred by the other two strategies.

The learning curve which shows the consumption of chemicals gives an

estimate of the cost of the chemicals in $. The conversion from relative

costs to actual cost of a trial in $ was based on the following:

1. the assumption that all nutrients would be used at a concentration of

50mg/litre;

2. the total volume in each well of the microtitre plate would be 750E-6

litres (see Section 5.4);

3. three wells would be required for each growth trial because each trial

would be performed in triplicate by the robot;

4. the cost of the cheapest nutrient in the set of optional nutrients was

$0.08/gramme (see Section 6.3).
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Table 5: Part A of experimental method.

remove all of the codes/2 facts from the model;

for each one of the ORFs to be learnt do

for i in 1 to 10 do
generate codes/2 facts using the following 3 strategies:

1 ASE { selecting trials which minimise the expected cost of

experimentation;

2 Random { sampling trials at random (without replace-

ment);

3 Naive { selecting trials using the naive strategy of always

choosing the cheapest trial from the set of novel candidate

trials.
for each learning strategy do
determine, for each iteration of the learning cycle, the aver-

age accuracy attained and the cumulative cost (CC) of the

relative costs of the chemicals consumed.
end

for each of (ASE Random) do

for j in (0 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 5 6 7 8) do

estimate accuracya when CC = 10j

end

end

for (Naive) do

for j in (0 1 1.5 1.75 2 2.25 2.5 2.75 3 3.25 3.5 4) do

estimate accuracya when CC = 10j

end

end

end

end

aby �nding the points which correspond to the two CCs which are closest to j,

�ning the line y = mx+ c which goes through these points and then calculating

y when x = j. When this leads to extrapolation above or below the valid range

(0� 100) the estimate is taken to be 100 or 0 respectively.
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Table 6: Part B of Experimental method.

for each of (ASE Random) do

for j in (0 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 5 6 7 8) do

calculate mean and standard error of accuracy when CC = 10j

end

end

for (Naive) do

for j in (0 1 1.5 1.75 2 2.25 2.5 2.75 3 3.25 3.5 4) do

calculate mean and standard error of accuracy when CC = 10j

end

end

for each learning strategy do
plot log10(P ) versus accuracy with horizontal error bars, where P

= cumulative cost of the chemicals consumed expressed in $.
for each iteration of the learning cycle do

estimate mean and standard error of the accuracy

end

plot duration of the experiment in daysa versus accuracy with

horizontal error bars.

end

aThe duration of the experiment in days is taken to be equal to the number

of trials performed: the duration of each trial is 24 hours (see Section 5.4). The

number of trials performed is equal to the number of iterations of the learning

cycle.

Hence actual costs in $ were obtained by multiplying relative costs by

3� 50
1000

� 750
106

� 0:08 = 9E � 6.

7.4 Experiment to Test Hypothesis 1: Results and

Analysis

Figure 8 shows that the cost of the chemicals consumed in converging upon

a hypothesis with an accuracy in the range 46� 88% is reduced if trials are

selected so as to minimise the cost of experimentation rather than if they

are sampled at random (without replacement). To reach an accuracy in the

range 46�80%, selecting trials so as to minimise the cost of experimentation

incurs �ve orders of magnitude less experimental costs. For example to reach

an accuracy of 70%, sampling at random costs $2:4E2 while minimising the

cost of experimentation costs $1:8E � 3.

Figure 8 also shows that the cost of the chemicals consumed is not

reduced if trials are selected so as to minimise the cost of experimentation

rather than if they selected using the naive strategy of always choosing the

cheapest trial from the set of novel candidate trials. The error bars on the

learning curve indicate that while less than $1E � 3 worth of chemicals

have been consumed, there is no signi�cant di�erence between these two

strategies. When the cost of the chemicals consumed rises above $1E � 3,

higher accuracies are achieved by the naive strategy.

Figure 9 shows that the time required to converge upon a hypothesis

with an accuracy in the range 74� 87% is shortest if trials are selected so
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as to minimise the cost of experimentation rather than if they are sampled

at random (without replacement) or selected using the naive strategy. The

results suggest that it takes at least twice as long to reach an accuracy in

this range if trials are selected using the naive strategy rather than if they

selected so as to minimise the cost of experimentation. For example to reach

an accuracy of 80%, minimising the cost of experimentation requires 4 days

while random sampling (without replacement) requires 6 days and the naive

strategy requires 10 days.

8 Conclusion

Our aim is to partially automate some aspects of scienti�c work, namely

the processes of forming hypotheses, devising trials to discriminate between

these competing hypotheses, physically performing these trials and then

using the results of these trials to converge upon an accurate hypothesis.

To the best of our knowledge, there has only been one application of a

Scienti�c Discovery system which has resulted in convergence upon an ac-

curate hypothesis by physically performing trials in a laboratory [34]. The

system used in this application, FAHRENHEIT, is limited to inducing nu-

merical laws. Although the discovery of numerical laws is an important

aspect of Scienti�c Discovery, we do not believe that this is the type of

inference that is required to solve many contemporary problems in Bioin-

formatics. For example, we have proposed that a form of abduction (see

[53]) should be used for Functional Genomics.

We have developed ASE-Progol (Active Selection of Experiments with

Progol). ASE-Progol is an Active Learning system which uses ILP to con-

struct hypothesised �rst-order theories, uses a CART-like algorithm to select

trials for eliminating ILP derived hypotheses and directs a robot to physi-

cally perform these trials. To the best of our knowledge, ASE-Progol is the

�rst Active Learning system to operate within an ILP setting.

We have used a novel form of learning curve, namely a plot of the

cumulative cost of the training examples against performance. We have

demonstrated how, in contrast to the form of learning curve normally used

in Active Learning, our novel form of learning curve allows one to compare

the costs incurred by di�erent leaning strategies.

We have applied ASE-Progol to a discovery task in Functional Ge-

nomics, the domain in which we aim to physically perform trials using

robotics. The results have been encouraging. We have already published

results elsewhere which support our proposed method of inferring the func-

tion of genes from the results of single-gene-deletion growth trials [53]. The

new results reported here support the hypothesis that the cost of converging

upon an accurate hypothesis is signi�cantly reduced if trials are selected by

ASE-Progol rather than if they are sampled at random (without replace-

ment) or selected using the naive strategy of always choosing the cheap-

est trial from the set of novel candidate trials. The cost of the chemicals

consumed in converging upon a hypothesis with an accuracy in the range

46� 88% was reduced if trials were selected by ASE-Progol rather than if

they were sampled at random. To reach an accuracy in the range 46�80%,

ASE-Progol incurs �ve orders of magnitude less experimental costs than

random sampling (without replacement). ASE-Progol requires less time to

converge upon a hypothesis with an accuracy in the range 74 � 87% than

if trials are sampled at random or selected using the naive strategy. For

example to reach an accuracy of 80%, ASE-Progol requires 4 days while
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random sampling requires 6 days and the naive strategy requires 10 days.

9 Future Work

9.1 Using Inhibitors to Change a Phenotype

It is only possible to rediscover the function of 12 of the 17 ORFs in the

model, given the set of optional nutrients i.e. those metabolites which could,

if desired, be added to a growth medium and, if they were added, be ex-

pected to enter the cell (see Section 6.1). For the other �ve ORFs, none

of the growth media gives rise to a positive example (see Section 7.2.4).

Future work will investigate whether the function of these �ve ORFs can

be discovered by allowing inhibitors to be added to a growth medium.

Inhibition is a reduction in the rate of a catalysed reaction by substances

called inhibitors. In biochemical reactions, in which the catalysts are en-

zymes, if the inhibitor molecules resemble the reactants they may bind to the

active site of the enzyme, so preventing normal enzymatic activity. Alter-

natively they may form a complex with the substrate-enzyme intermediate

or irreversibly destroy the enzyme con�guration and active-site properties.

If inhibitors are added to growth media in auxotrophic mutant experiments

then they can a�ect whether phenotypic e�ects are observed because they

can a�ect one or more reactions in the pathway by inhibiting the enzymes

which catalyse those reactions.

When attempting to learn the function of a given ORF using the model

described in Section 6, there is only one variable in the auxotrophic mutant

experiments which ASE-Progol can control, namely the choice of nutrients

to be added to the growth medium. We plan to introduce a second vari-

able by allowing inhibitors to be added to a growth medium. The static

knowledge will be extended to include knowledge of the a�ect of various

inhibitors on the aromatic amino acid pathway of yeast. We will then in-

vestigate whether this will enable ASE-Progol to rediscover the function of

those �ve ORFs whose function cannot be found by only adding nutrients

to growth media.
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A Upper Bound on the Number of Candidate

Trials

The Trial Generator component of ASE-Progol requires a Prolog program

which can generate a set of candidate trials. This section explains why

sampling 20 candidate trials ensures that there is a low probability that the

sample will not contain a novel trial.
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Figure 10: Proof that ASE-Progol's upper bound of 20 on the num-

ber of candidate trials that may appear in a classi�cation matrix is

su�ciently high to ensure that there is a low probability that a sam-

ple of candidate trials generated by the program will not contain a

novel trial. jT j; p and � are de�ned by Thereom 4

Theorem 4 (jT j Bound)
Let p be the probability of choosing a trial which is not novel, T be a set of

candidate trials sampled independently and randomly and � be a bound on

q, the probability that T does not contain a novel trial. jT j must be of size
at least log �

log p
.

Proof

� � q = p
jT j

jT jlog p = log �

jT j =
log �

log p
(1)

jT j �
log �

log p

2

Fig.10 shows how the value of jT j varies with the value of p when � has

the values 0:001; 0:01 and 0:1. The intercepts on the x axis corresponding

to jT j = 20 show that if the Trial Generator uses the program to sample

20 trials from the space of possible trials then the probability that none of

these 20 trials will be novel is:

� below 0:001 while less than 71% of the population of trials have been

performed.

� below 0:1 while less than 90% of the population of trials have been

performed.
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B Related Work

Section 3.1 referred to related work on Active Learning. This section dis-

cusses other related lines of research. To the best of our knowledge, there

has only been one application of a Scienti�c Discovery system which has re-

sulted in convergence upon an accurate hypothesis by physically performing

trials in a laboratory (see Section B.1). The system used in this application,

FAHRENHEIT, is limited to inducing numerical laws. Although the discov-

ery of numerical laws is an important aspect of Scienti�c Discovery, we do

not believe that this is the type of inference that is required to solve many

contemporary problems in Bioinformatics. For example, we have proposed

that a form of abduction (see [53]) should be used for Functional Genomics.

B.1 The BACON Family of Systems

The longest-standing line of research which is related to ASE-Progol is the

work on the BACON family of systems. These systems are limited to gener-

ating relatively simple numerical equations. Perhaps the most relevant such

work is the extension of FAHRENHEIT [34] which enabled it to generate

hypotheses on-line and subsequently change the experimentation pattern

to concentrate new trials on a particular area that best contributed to the

growth of the emerging theory. This was demonstrated in the domain of

electrochemistry where trials involved computer operated sensors and actu-

ators. One of the reasons that this domain was chosen was that concepts

could be represented by relatively simple equations.

B.2 Planning Systems

Despite the di�erences between the goals of planning and scienti�c discov-

ery, some of the research in planning is related to ASE-Progol: learning

cycles have been proposed which involve interaction with the external envi-

ronment to improve a domain theory. These used experimentation to try to

overcome impasses which arose when external reality di�ered from planning

expectations.

Hayes-Roth proposed a learning cycle in which a learner formulates a

plan, monitors the execution of the plan to detect violated expectations

and then diagnoses and corrects awed beliefs [27]. The structure of this

cycle would resemble that of the learning cycle of ASE-Progol if plans and

trials were synonymous. However Hayes-Roth only described procedures

for mechanising one part of his cycle, namely correcting awed beliefs. He

did not propose methods for either 1) generating a set of candidate plans

or 2) selecting a series of plans which would converge upon an accurate set

of beliefs such that the cost would be signi�cantly less than if plans were

sampled at random. Later Carbonell & Gil used PRODIGY to implement a

similar learning cycle for planning [7]; this system not only re�ned theories

but also selected plans for monitoring. However, as far as we are aware, this

line of research did not result in a system which physically interacted with

the external environment during an application to a real-world problem.

B.3 Version Spaces

An important advantage of version spaces described in TomMitchell's Ph.D.

thesis [44] is the potential ability to use a version space to \direct the pre-

sentation of training instances to obtain informative instances." Assuming

all hypotheses to be a priori equally likely, Mitchell notes that the best
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training instance is one that is implied, or covered, by exactly half of the

hypotheses. Discovering the label of that example, whether positive or neg-

ative, will eliminate half of the hypotheses from the version space [46]. In

this manner a version space can be used to propose optimal trials. Mitch-

ell's lead was followed to some extent in two signi�cant papers, described

in the following two paragraphs.

The original LEX system [45] inductively learned control rules to guide

its application of operators for symbolic integration. In addition to LEX's

generaliser module (a version space learner) and solver module, LEX in-

cluded a problem generator module to propose new integration problems.

The problem generator sought to propose problems that when attempted

would yield (with the help of a fourth module, the critic) good additional

data for learning. In this manner, the problem generator proposed exper-

iments that the solver would carry out, and from which the critic would

produce additional data. However it was not possible to attempt to gen-

erate optimal, or nearly optimal, experiments based on the version space

because experiments were integration problems but examples were integra-

tion steps, Finally, because of the limitation of robotic systems of the day,

LEX could only be applied to an application domains such as symbolic inte-

gration where experimentation did not actually require physical interaction

with the `real world.'

Subramanian and Feigenbaum more closely followed Mitchell's proposal

for generating trials [70]. They started with his assumption of a version

space consisting of equally likely hypotheses and noted that the problem of

generating optimal trials is NP-hard. Therefore, they attempted to �nd con-

straints inherent in some domains that would make the problem tractable.

They focused on the ability to \factor" the version space. To use their ex-

ample, the concept red wedge is factorable into red and wedge. In general, all

conjunctive propositional logic concepts, or concepts described by a vector

of feature values, are factorable in this manner. ASE-Progol is not limited

to learning such concepts; it can learn relational ones too. Factoring rela-

tional concepts is more di�cult and was not addressed by Subramanian and

Feigenbaum.

More recent research into version spaces has ignored the issue of exper-

imentation and has focused instead on computational complexity. Even for

some rather restricted languages, Mitchell's compact S-set and G-set repre-

sentation of a version space can have a size that is exponentially larger than

the example set. Hirsh, Mishra, and Pitt showed that many of the interest-

ing operations on version spaces can be performed by merely maintaining

the data, without actually computing the entire version space, or even the

S-set and G-set [29]. The only requirement is that the representation should

be restricted in such a way that the consistency problem can be solved in

polynomial time;10 if this is possible, then many of the useful version space

operations also can be performed in polynomial time. Unfortunately, the

few operations that cannot be performed in polynomial time in this manner

are precisely the ones required for proposing trials. To determine if a trial

is even needed, for example, one must be able to determine whether the

version space has converged (contains only one concept), and Hirsh, Mishra,

and Pitt note that this cannot be accomplished based on consistency.

10The consistency problem for a representation R is to answer the following

question, given any particular set of labeled examples: does R contain a hypothesis

that is consistent with the labeled examples?
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B.4 Query by Committee

Research on `query by committee' [64] has similarities to the version space

approach to proposing trials. A committee is essentially a set of reasonable

hypotheses, and queries (trials) are chosen that are consistent with roughly

half of these hypotheses. In a membership query, the learning algorithm

asks an oracle for the label of a particular example.

Within the �eld of computational learning theory, it has long been

recognised that more powerful PAC-learning algorithms can be obtained

if, in addition to passively receiving labeled examples, the learner also can

actively pose membership queries. For example, deterministic �nite state

machines are not PAC-learnable in general [58], but they are PAC-learnable

with membership queries.11 Query by committee has also been applied to

natural language processing [32, 62].

B.5 Collaborative Systems

Systems that collaborate with human users are known as Collaborative Sys-

tems. The most obvious di�erence between such systems and ASE-Progol is

that they require resources (attention, knowledge) from the User, whereas

ASE-Progol by de�nition does not require User intervention.

The DISCIPLE learning apprentice system [39] performs a kind of trial

when it asks its User a question. However, in contrast to ASE-Progol,

DISCIPLE has no real responsibility in the selection of trials. DISCIPLE

attempts to solve problems provided by the User, and if it cannot solve a

problem then it asks the User for a solution.

Other collaborative systems which are more closely related to ASE-

Progol were developed for Natural Language acquisition and Information

Retrieval (IR). The goal of IR techniques is to �nd, within a large database

of documents, those documents which satisfy a User information need [15].

Two IR methods of sampling examples, relevance feedback and uncertainty

sampling involve Active Learning. Both are di�erent to the ASE-Progol

approach of selecting the trial which minimises the expected cost of exper-

imentation.

Relevance feedback [16] involves Users indicating to an IR system which

of a set of retrieved documents are and are not relevant to their needs. This

feedback serves as positive and negative examples for supervised learning.

A session starts with the User entering an initial textual request describing

their information need. This request is converted into a classi�er which

attempts to distinguish relevant from non-relevant documents. The classi�er

is used to rank documents by how likely they are to be class members

(that is, relevant to the User) and display the top ranked documents to the

User. In relevance feedback, the User then labels a �xed number of the

top documents in this ranking. The labeled documents are then given to

a supervised learning procedure, which uses them, along with the original

request, to produce a new classi�er. The new classi�er is used to produce a

new ranking. A few iterations of this process are typically used. In e�ect,

Users are asked to label those documents that the current classi�er considers

most likely to be class members [17]. Unfortunately this method of sampling

is susceptible to selecting redundant examples and works more poorly as the

classi�er improves [17].

11The latter follows from their being learnable from equivalence and membership

queries [2].
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Uncertainty sampling [11, 17] addresses the poor e�ciency of relevance

feedback by asking Users to label those documents whose class membership

is not clear to the current version of the classi�er. Uncertainty sampling

is an iterative process of User labeling of examples, classi�er �tting from

those examples, and use of the classi�er to select new examples whose class

membership is unclear. It has been applied to text classi�cation [17], se-

mantic parsing and information extraction [8] and the e�cient mining of

large data-sets [30].

Selective sampling has also been applied to the training of support vector

machines [9, 25]. Soderland's WHISK system [67] uses an unusual form of

selective sampling. Rather than using certainties or committees, WHISK

divides the pool of unannotated instance into three classes: 1) those covered

by an existing rule, 2) those that are near misses12 of a rule, and 3) those

not covered by any rule. The system then randomly selects a set of new

examples from each of the three classes, presents them to the User for

tagging and �nally adds them to the training set.

B.6 Robotic Discovery and Reinforcement Learning

The careful choice of trials by ASE-Progol is related to directed exploration

[71] in robotic discovery and reinforcement learning. The strategies for di-

rected exploration [71] are closely linked with uncertainty sampling (see

Section B.5). Directed exploration involves an important tradeo� between

exploration (analogous to experimentation) and exploitation (using previ-

ously learned knowledge) in the context of robot navigation and neural

network learning, a tradeo� that doesn't appear within ASE-Progol. This

tradeo� is studied in more detail by Moore and Atkeson, who propose priori-

tised sweeping, a successful heuristic approach to balancing exploration and

exploitation [48]. Kearns and Singh present a related algorithmE3 (the Ex-

plicit Explore or Exploit Algorithm) that provably produces a near-optimal

return with a number of actions and total computation time bounded by a

polynomial in the relevant task-speci�c parameters [35].

The key distinction between ASE-Progol and reinforcement learning is

that the eventual payo� in reinforcement learning comes from exploitation

of learned knowledge, whereas learning itself is the end goal in ASE-Progol.

Hence ASE-Progol does not exhibit the tradeo� between exploration (ex-

perimentation) and exploitation.

The work in robotic discovery that is perhaps most closely related to

ASE-Progol is by Fox, Burgard, and Thrun on active localisation [22]. Lo-

calisation is the problem of a robot estimating its present position from

sensor data. In their approach to localisation, the robot \controls its vari-

ous e�ectors so as to most e�ciently localise itself." More speci�cally, they

employed a greedy approach analogous to the one proposed by Mitchell and

described in this paper. In this approach, \actions are generated by max-

imising the expected decrease in uncertainty, measured in entropy." Their

results speak well for this approach. They note that although the localisa-

tion problem in general is NP-hard, in practice their robot always was able

to localise itself using this greedy strategy.

12A near miss is an instance not covered by any rule, but covered by a minimal

generalisation of a rule.
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Table 7: A comparison of the terminology of ASE-Progol, Experi-

mental Design and Sequential Analysis

ASE-Progol Experimental Design Sequential Analysis

Experiment Experiment Experiment

Trial Test Trial

Hypotheses Levels of trials

B.7 Experimental Design and Sequential Analysis

This section describes the relationship between ASE-Progol and two branches

of statistics, namely Experimental Design and Sequential Analysis. Table 7

compares the terminology of ASE-Progol and these branches.

In Experimental Design [47, 28] purposeful changes are made to the in-

put variables of a process or system so that observations can be made and

the reasons for changes in the output response identi�ed. An experiment

often involves several factors and the objective is to determine the inuence

that these factors have on the output response of the system. Various ap-

proaches to planning and conducting such experiments have been studied

extensively. One-factor-at-a-time design consists of selecting a baseline set

of levels for each factor and then successively varying each factor over its

range with the other factors held constant at the baseline level. In facto-

rial design several factors are varied together so that possible interactions

between factors can be considered. A cornerstone underlying Experimental

Design is that both the allocation of experimental material and the order in

which the individual tests of the experiment are to be performed are ran-

domly determined. This upholds an assumption of the statistical methods

used in Experimental Design, namely that the observations (or errors) be

independently distributed random variables. The main di�erence between

Experimental Design and ASE-Progol is that ASE-Progol chooses series of

trials so as to minimise the expected cost of experimentation whereas in

Experimental Design the order of tests is randomly determined.

In Sequential Analysis [77] the course of the experiment depends in some

way upon the results obtained. An experiment is a series of trials where the

number of trials is sequentially dependent. For some experiments, the levels

of trials are also sequentially dependent; this is best explained by giving

some examples. In an experiment concerned with maximising the yield of

a chemical process, it is only the number of trials which are sequentially

dependent. In an experiment which compares several drugs with the aim of

dropping those which compare unfavourably with the others during early

trials, both the number of trials and the levels of trials are sequentially

dependent.

Most of the advances in Sequential Analysis have been made for the type

of experiment in which it is only the number of trials which is sequentially

dependent. The design of this type of experiment is addressed by Wald's

`Sequential Probability Ratio Test' [76] and the body of theory surrounding

this [77]. However in the case of ASE-Progol both the number of trials

and the levels of trials (where levels correspond to candidate hypotheses

generated by ASE-Progol) are sequentially dependent.

Wetherill and Glazebrook [77] describe the type of experiment in which

both the number of trials and the levels of trials are sequentially depen-

dent as \. . . an interesting theoretical problem to which there is as yet no
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completely satisfactory solution." Indeed much of the previous work in this

area has focused on the choice of size for a �xed-size experiment i.e. an

experiment with a �xed number of trials. For example Dunnett [19] gives

a decision-theory treatment of the choice of size for a �xed-size experiment

but he does not discuss fully sequential experiments.
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